skybar™ Wine Glow Cover
Keep your wine chilled and show off with style.

The skybarTM Glow Cover is a unique way to entertain with wine,
champagne and spirits. The double wall insulated clear cover
and separate illuminated base turns your wine into a unique and
functional centerpiece on your table or bar.
Skybar

TM

wine accessories are an ideal gift for any wine lover, as they

add elegance and ease to any wine experience. Offering a beautiful
balance of form and function the skybarTM Glow Cover extends
the time your wine will maintain the ideal serving temperature
while showcasing your bottle… so you can focus on entertaining
your guests with style and ease and enjoying good food, great
conversation and your favorite wines at your leisure. Perfect for
Alfresco dining.
tm

With both the elegant cover and illuminating base, the skybar
Glow Cover is the ideal solution to entertaining with ease, by

encapsulating your bottle, reducing mess and condensation, while
keeping your wine cool and showcasing your bottle. This will become
a conversational centerpiece that adds elegance and style to your
table and the perfect addition to your wine tasting or dinner party.
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skybar™ Wine Glow Cover
Keep your wine chilled and show off with style.
How to use the skybar™ Wine Glow Cover
1. Chill the bottle of wine to your preferred serving temperature.
2. Open the bottle of wine.
3. Carefully flip the Base of the Wine Glow Cover over to expose
the bottom of the unit, place carefully so not to scratch the unit,
on a soft cloth on a flat surface. Remove the Base Cover by
holding the Base unit with one hand and rotating the Base Cover
with the other hand in a counterclockwise direction. Insert four
(4) double AA batteries in the proper orientation per the diagram
on the unit. Replace the Base Cover and tighten in a clockwise
direction.
4. To turn the Wine Glow Cover “on”, press the power button
(located in the center of the bottom base) once. To turn off, press
it once again.
5. When a bottle of wine is placed in the center of the Platform of
the Wine Glow Cover, the light will illuminate*. THE WEIGHT OF
THE BOTTLE ON THE UNIT WILL ACTIVATE ILLUMINATION,
IF THE BOTTLE IS NOT IN PLACE THE LIGHT WILL NOT
ILLUMINATE.
*If the light does not illuminate, check that the switch is in the
on position, that the batteries are inserted correctly and that the
batteries have power.
6. Place the cover over the bottle of wine and make sure it is seated
on the Wine Glow Cover base.
Your wine will remain at serving temperature for up to 2 hours.
Recommendations for Use
1. Always use the Wine Glow Cover when maintaining serving
temperature to minimize condensation and protect table
surfaces.
2. Use care when transporting open bottles, never carry bottles
within the Clear cover.
3. The Clear Cover need not be chilled to insulate the wine bottle.
Care & Cleaning
1. To clean the Wine Glow Cover, simply wipe with a damp cloth.
2. Do not submerge any part of the skybar™ Glow Cover in water.
NOT DISHWASHER SAFE.

If you have any questions about your skybar™ Wine Glow Cover please
contact a skybar™ specialist.
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